‘Chilled R&B 2’ from Equinox Sounds brings another selection of the 20 smoothest Construction Kits to create the best laid-back R&B, Soul, Pop and Hip Hop tracks. This collection is 100 royalty-free and contains all the elements you need to create your own arrangements. Available in WAV and Apple Loops formats. ‘Chilled R&B 2’ is the second installment of this series of Construction Kits for producing the best laid-back R&B, Soul, Pop and Hip Hop music. There are 20 Construction Kits in total. Each Construction Kit is provided with a full mix and it's component parts. You'll get loops and melodic phrases containing full mixed drumloops, basslines, piano loops, keyboard loops, synthesizer lines, orchestral loops, guitars, etc... These loops can be used together to create complete tracks or they can be used individually to serve as a foundation. Alternatively, you can use these flavours to embellish your existing tracks.

FEATURES:
- 20 Construction Kits in WAV format
- 20 Construction Kits in Apple Loops format
- 752 MB uncompressed
- 100 Royalty-Free

FORMATS:
- WAV
- Apple Loops

DOWNLOAD HERE
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